
For grades 3-12 CRAFT | ACTIVITY

HUMAN-ANIMAL BOND COLLAGE

INTRODUCTION

 

In this activity, students create a collage poster that represents the extraordinary human-animal bond.

Through compiling images (e.g., pre-printed photos, photos cut out from magazines, photos found online

and printed out, or hand-drawn pictures) and text, students exhibit the varied ways that humans and

animals positively interact and bond. They can even include photos of themselves with their own

companion animals or animals at your organization. 
 

Note: This activity can work for students as young as third grade and up to high school. Based on the age

range of the students, you can modify the depth of discussion and the details you share describing what the

human-animal bond is and the ways in which it benefits both people and animals. Students of all ages and

creativity levels can design beautiful collages.    

Human-Animal Bond videos

Deacon and Pumpkin (friendship with a pony) 

youtube.com/watch?v=qcBeQF6zB9I

Dominic and Maria (friendship with a goose in the

park) 

youtube.com/watch?v=0czs_OtqrLA       
Miley, Gizmo, and Bentley (friendship with two

pigs) 

youtube.com/watch?v=hSOl8UPDbSk      
Sarper and family (friendship with cats)

youtube.com/watch?v=D-u-bt9MSl4     
Cynthia and Miu (friendship with a rescued

pigeon) 

youtube.com/watch?v=aZoWg3leD4A     
Toby and Carter (friendship with a rescued dog)

youtube.com/watch?v=mDo567CHLMg 

Ya Zhi Yung and Cookie (friendship with a

rescued cockatoo) 

youtube.com/watch?v=Ilas4eke7Pc

 

Poster board

Glue/glue sticks or tape (preferably plant-

based)

Markers/color pencils/crayons

Scissors

Images 

Options include: 

pre-printed photos of animals

(whose needs are being met) and

people 

pre-printed photos of people and

animals bonded together/spending

time together

cut-outs from animal-focused

magazines; or

digital photos from computers with

internet access and printing

capabilities

Materials Needed

http://youtube.com/watch?v=qcBeQF6zB9I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qcBeQF6zB9I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0czs_OtqrLA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0czs_OtqrLA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-u-bt9MSl4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZoWg3leD4A&t=52s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDo567CHLMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ilas4eke7Pc&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSOl8UPDbSk&t=7s
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PROCEDURE 

 

Step 1: Watch & Discuss Videos

 

Start by reviewing one or more of the Human-Animal Bond videos provided in the materials list.

Choose the video(s) most relevant to you, your students, and/or your organization. Then discuss the

video(s) and lead a short discussion on the human-animal bond so that students have a clear

understanding of what it is. Include the following questions and discussion points: 

 

1.  How would you describe the human-animal bond? (Allow for responses, and add if needed: 

The human-animal bond is a relationship between people and animals that influences their

health and happiness in positive ways.) 

2.  Describe the ways that the animals and people were bonded in the stories.

3.  How did the people benefit? How did the animals benefit?

4.  Have you ever experienced a close relationship with an animal? Do you know someone who 

has a close relationship with an animal? How would you describe it? 

5.  What do you want people to know about the human-animal bond? 
 

Note: Depending on which video(s) you show, take the opportunity during your discussion to

highlight the fact that the animal in the video is either an animal living in his/her natural habitat who

initiated approaching the person (the person did not feed or coax the animal to come to them) or an

animal who was rescued. Remind students that generally, animals who are in the wild should be

observed from a distance for our own safety and to respect their needs and space. 
 

Step 2: Introduce Activity

 

After students have watched and discussed the video(s) highlighting examples of the human-animal

bond, introduce the collage activity. Tell students that they will be creating a collage about the

human-animal bond. Explain that a collage is a piece of art made up of a group of photos, drawings,

and words or short phrases on a poster board. The images and text on the collage all come together to

tell a story and share information in a beautiful and fun way. 
 

Explain that the collage they are making will use images and text that show the human-animal bond.

They can use photos or drawings of people and animals together, and images and text that express

related concepts (such as “love” or “friendship”). 
 

 



Step 3: Create! 

 

Pass out the basic materials to create the collage (poster board, glue, photos, images, words, etc.).

Remind students that they can also draw images and write their own text. (Note: depending on the size

of the group, students can work alone, in small clusters, or create one large collage as an entire class.)

 

If you work for a shelter or sanctuary, you can encourage your group to create posters about the

human-animal bond that highlight rescued animals at your facility who are ready to be adopted or

sponsored. The collages can inspire and inform prospective adopters or supporters about the benefits

of adopting an animal, or even just spending time with an animal. 
 

Step 4: Share Your Creations

 

When the collages are finished, invite students to describe why they chose the photos and text that

they included in their art. If space is available, display the collages in your facility to share with the

staff, volunteers, and visitors. 
 

Note: If students are going to look for photos online themselves, lead a discussion in advance about

instances of people and animals together that do not represent the human-animal bond, but instead

are unsafe or exploitative for the animals -- for example, a photo of a tourist smiling next to a tiger

cub at a roadside zoo. The person may look happy, but roadside zoos and exotic animal breeding

tourist attractions typically fail to meet the needs of the animals. The interaction that the person has

with the animals is often fleeting and not an example of a mutually beneficial relationship.
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